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Abstract 

Playa lakes systems on the Llano Estacado High Plains shortgrass prairie plateau 

offer regionally unique and vital hydrologic and ecosystem functions. Anthropogenic 

influences including farming, ranching, energy exploration and production, and 

urbanization create negative alterations to these complex, vulnerable systems, 

undermining the important roles they play. While non-urban human-playa interactions 

have been addressed to varying degrees of success, urban playas receive little attention. 

Rapid urban growth in the Lubbock area exceeds global population trends of urban 

growth. Therefore, urban developments need to consider patterns and practices that 

preserve and restore important functions performed by natural playa systems on the Llano 

Estacado. 

The SITES v2 Rating System™ aims to do just that, but its broadly generalizable 

system may create challenges when applied to unique hydrologic systems, like playas, 

that do not exhibit traditional linear streamflow dynamics. This paper examines the 

functions and services performed by playa lakes, the impacts urbanization has on these 

systems, the fitness of the SITES v2 Rating System™ to address these systems, and 

approaches to achieving SITES certification in the context of playa lake hydrologic 

systems on the Llano Estacado and achieving maximum credit points in Section 3: Site 

Design – Water.   
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Playa lakes are common, prolific wetland features on the Southern High Plains of 

the United States (Figure 1.1). These ephemeral depressional wetlands serve a range of 

hydrologic functions, including floodwater attenuation, water quality improvements, and 

aquifer recharge. In fact, under the vast short-grass prairie covered plateau known as the 

Llano Estacado in the Texas panhandle and eastern New Mexico (Figure 1.2), playas 

serve as the predominant surface water features and the only significant points of aquifer 

recharge. As the major source of surface water on the Llano Estacado, playa lakes are key 

biodiversity and ecosystem service hotspots and rely on wet and dry periods essential to 

migratory bird populations (Bolen, Smith, & Schramm, 1989; Playa Lakes Joint Venture, 

2016b, 2017).  

 

Figure 1.1. Playas dot the Great Plains. Photo by: Slobe, Brian. (n.d.). Accessed from Playa Lakes Joint Venture. 
http://pljv.org/playa-conservation/playas-are-important-source-of-water/ 
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Figure 1.2. Boundary of the Llano Estacado 

 

Anthropogenic changes to the landscape threaten these systems. Conventional 

crop production practices have led to: the tillage destruction of native vegetative species 

matrices and delicate soil profiles, increased sedimentation in playa basins, and decreased 

hydrologic and ecosystem function and services. Pits, dug to concentrate water for 

livestock and irrigation, concentrate water at the bottom of the basin and limit the 

availability of water at the critical marginal edge for growth of forage and nesting cover 

flora for many native and migratory species (Johnson, Haukos, Smith, & McMurry, 2012; 

Luo, Smith, Allen, & Haukos, 1997). Transportation rights-of-way based on the Public 
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Land Survey System (PLSS) rigid grid system often dissect basins and catchments, 

depriving many playas of needed inflow, while overburdening others (Figure 1.3). 

 

 

Figure 1.3. County section road dissecting terraced agricultural playa basin. Note ponding in plowed floodplain on left 
of image (north). The roadway prevents runoff from reaching the basin on the right (south). Top photo from Google 
Earth Pro. Bottom photo by the author. 

Urbanized playa lake system conflicts have implications on human health, safety 

and welfare, as well as environmental functions and services, which are licensing criteria 

for landscape architects and key requirements of the SITES v2 rating system (American 

Society of Landscape Architects, 2017). Conflicts arise as individual playas are filled to 

facilitate property development, or excavated to hold more stormwater runoff caused by 

land use and land cover changes. Urban land use patterns built directly within playa 
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lakes, or within their catchments (watersheds) alter predevelopment hydrologic functions 

due to increased stormwater volumes, and radically change natural overland flow 

linkages between playa basins. Large storm events often lead to flooding and extensive 

property damage in urban playa basins. In urbanized areas, playas are often embedded 

within park space, so playa flooding events also deprive neighborhoods of public green 

space and can create health problems, safety hazards, and require resources for repair and 

maintenance impacting community welfare (Figure 1.4). 

Global efforts to approach growing population pressures in urban areas 

necessitate changes in practices that allow natural systems to perform their functions in 

conjunction with – not in opposition to – urban growth. The Sustainable Sites Initiative 

and the SITES v2 Rating System™, aim to incentivize design and development practices 

that conserve, mange, restore, and generate ecosystem services. While these programs 

have been designed as generalizable systems that should be applicable across all types of 

landscapes, certain unique landscape systems present challenges to program 

implementation. 
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Figure 1.4. Flood water nearly covers playground equipment at Maxey Park in Lubbock. Top Photo from Google Earth 
Pro. Bottom Photo by: Long, Zach (July 4, 2010). Lubbock Avalanche-Journal. Accessed at http://redraiders.com/local-
news/2010-07-04/flood-photo 

The conflict between playa lakes and recent rapid urbanization needs to be 

examined to better inform developers, policymakers, and designers of: the importance of 

Llano Estacado playa lakes, the impacts current development practices and patterns of 

urbanization have, and alternatives to maintain or restore playa lake hydrology and 

ecosystem functions and services. Playas and their ecosystem functions and services 

significantly contribute to human, economic, and environmental resilience. These 
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functions are threatened by current development and urbanization practices. Because 

playa lakes on the Llano Estacado are unique systems embedded in agricultural lands and 

growing urban centers, the implementation of the SITES v2 rating system faces 

significant barriers which may or may not prevent projects in the regions from qualifying 

for SITES evaluation. Typical landscape architecture office workflows rely on the use of 

existing datasets and readily available modeling systems which may not adequately deal 

with the subtle complexity of playa lake hydrology, thereby limiting the accessibility of 

the SITES system. The purpose of this research is to examine playa lakes as vital 

ephemeral ecosystems, and approaches for achieving the SITES v2 Rating System water 

credits for projects in the Llano Estacado region. The hypothesis is that a perfect score of 

23 on the SITES v2 Rating System™ Section 3: Site Design –Water assessment is 

possible for an urbanizing site within a playa lake hydrologic system (sub-watershed of 

HUC 12) on the Llano Estacado. 
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Chapter 2 
Background and Literature Review 

Playa lakes are shallow, depressional, ephemeral (intermittent or temporal) 

wetlands found in great numbers across the Southern High Plains Llano Estacado short-

grass prairie region. These ephemeral water sources are filled by precipitation and serve 

as vital nodes of ecosystem functions and services which are defined as benefits that 

ecosystems provide to people (MEA, 2005). While types of playa lakes may be found in 

various places around the world, those found on the High Plains are unique in a few 

ways. Elsewhere in the world, water bodies termed playas may commonly be closed 

systems where water inputs derived from precipitation leave the system solely through 

evaporation and transpiration, creating salt concentrations in surface waters and on soils 

left after drying occurs (Poehls & Smith, 2011).  

Playas on the High Plains, however, percolate stormwater and contribute to 

aquifer recharge. Others maintain water in the clay pan and serve as a seasonal source of 

fresh surface water critical to migratory waterfowl. High Plains playa lakes occur at 

greater densities than playas anywhere globally, and their distribution is congruent with 

the underlying Ogallala Aquifer (Figure 2.1). Over 80,000 playas exist within the Playa 

Lakes Region (PLR), and the density of this distribution is highest on the Llano Estacado, 

where approximately 19,300 playas are found (Texas Parks and Wildlife). 

Physiography and Playa Lake Formation 

The physiography of the Southern High Plains is often described as a flat 

landscape, with an overall diagonal slope from northwest to southeast dropping 

approximately 10’ per mile of horizontal distance. The Southern High Plains is a plateau 
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feature with its western edge in eastern New Mexico and extending eastward 

approximately 120 miles across the panhandle of Texas. The higher western edge and 

lower eastern edge are defined by prominent escarpments (Figure 2.2), while the north is 

bounded by the Canadian River valley. The southern boundary is not distinctly delineated 

but gradually merges with the Edwards escarpment. While the landscape is a gentle 

sloping plane overall, many playa basins are deep enough to lose sight of the horizon and 

distant markers making navigation similar to navigation on the ocean under deep swells. 

Locals refer to the plateau as the Caprock, or the Llano Estacado, which translates from 

Spanish as “staked plains”. Historical accounts from regional explorers described the 

vastness of the plain and the need to create navigational markers, or stakes – often piles 

of stones – to aid navigation across the vast plain. Other interpretations believe the name 

refers to the castle-like edge of the escarpment and should be translated “palisaded 

plains”(Calvert, n.d.).  
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Figure 2.1. Playa Lakes Joint Venture. (n.d.). More than 80,000 playas overlay and, when healthy, recharge the 
Ogallala Aquifer. Map. Retrieved from http://pljv.org/playa-conservation/playas-recharge-the-aquifer/ 

The Llano Estacado is largely formed by remnants of an alluvial plain from the 

Miocene and Pliocene eras. This outwash forms the porous Ogallala formation, and is 

overlaid by a carbonate lithologic layer known as the Caprock. This calcareous layer, also 

called caliche, is present in other areas of the Ogallala formation, but nowhere as thick or 

as resistant as under the Llano Estacado. This layer is covered in many places by aeolian 

deposits, up to 27 meters (88.6 feet) thick in places, predominantly from the Pecos River 

valley to the west-southwest. Llano Estacado playa basins are only found on the caprock 

or the aeolian deposits above it (Osterkamp & Wood, 1987) (Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2. Typical West-East Profile of the Llano Estacado. 

On the Llano Estacado, a playa lake begins as any shallow depression where 

water can collect. Over time, processes of dissolution and downward transport of 

carbonates within the soil strata lead to the enlargement of the depression in a circular 

pattern from the original pool. As this pool grows, pooled water may dry, leaving bare 

soil. This bare soil is prone to aeolian erosion, which further deepens the playa basin 

(Osterkamp & Wood, 1987). As the playa forms, runoff carries and deposits clay 

particles, forming a pan of hydric clay, named Randall Clay, in the playa floor.  

The Randall clay pan is a unique and foundational component of playa function. 

The Cooperative Soil Survey from the United States Department of Agriculture describes 

Randall clays as “very deep, poorly drained, very slowly permeable… nearly level 

soils… on the floor of playa basins…” (United States Department of Agriculture, 

n.d.)  This hydric, cyclic soil develops cracks up to two inches wide and over forty inches 

deep during dry seasons. When precipitation flows into the playa basin, initial flows to 

groundwater through cracks are very high, however decrease to a low rate as the clay 

rehydrates and the cracks seal, creating a largely impervious barrier that holds water at 

the surface. 
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Figure 2.3 illustrates the formative processes for playa lakes on the Llano 

Estacado. While most of the playas in this region were present at the time of human 

settlement, depressions caused by highway construction in the 1940s have begun to show 

signs of natural playa development processes, indicating that playa formation is an active, 

dynamic, and ongoing process (D. A. Haukos, 1992).  
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Figure 2.3. Playa basin formative processes. 

Atop the Llano Estacado, or Caprock, there is little surface relief except for playa 

depressions with extraordinarily few defined streams or rivers as illustrated in Figure 2.4 
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showing all rivers and streams flowing into and out of the Texas. The very few 

streams/rivers illustrated flow northwest to southeast following the slope.  

 

Figure 2.4. NHD24k Streams and Rivers. Note the lack of typical stream-based hydrologic flows on the surface of the 
Llano Estacado. 

This strong directionality of flow also becomes evident in the arrangement of 

playa lake systems on the Llano Estacado. In many places, playas appear to form strong, 

linear patterns that follow the direction of the slope, as shown in the detailed National 

Elevation Dataset 10m resolution (NED10m) surface in Figure 2.5.  
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Figure 2.5. Linear pattern of playa lake systems south of Lubbock, Texas. NED10m surface in ArcGIS. Dynamic 
Range Adjustment (DRA) clarifies pattern. 

 

Climate 

The Llano Estacado landscape is classified as a cold semi-arid climate, 

characterized by hot, dry summers and cold winters. The Lubbock area receives 16.75-

21.5 inches of precipitation annually (National Weather Service and PRISM). While this 

rainfall is typically heavier in spring and fall, much of it occurs in stochastic, intense 

storm events that may vary widely from year to year. For instance, in 2011, Lubbock 

received only 5.86 inches of precipitation for the year, almost one-fifth of the 26.46 

inches that fell the previous calendar year.  
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In the hottest summer months when daily high temperatures average 92-95°F, 

rainfall is scarce and humidity is low. Days exceeding 100°F are common. Winds are 

present year-round, and exposed soil in production agriculture dries and often blows 

away. Due to the flatness of the terrain, large runoff volumes from intense storms 

accumulate in any depression, namely playa lakes. The prevalence of high runoff rates, 

lack of reliable surface water, and high potential evaporation rates emphasize the vital 

role that playa lakes perform for biodiversity and floodwater attenuation in the region.   

These same climatic conditions affect playa lake capacity as well. On hot days 

with high wind, up to 0.75 inches of water depth can evaporate from a playa’s surface in 

a single day. In playas where sedimentation has reduced basin volume and increased 

surface area, these rates may increase even further. Not only does this shorten the time in 

which wildlife can access the water and in which vital marginal plants can establish cover 

and forage, it also reduces the period of infiltration at the annulus, reducing the potential 

for aquifer recharge.  

Hydrology 

Because of the region’s very gently sloping playa dimpled planar surface, and 

semi-arid climate, stormwater flow is predominantly sheet flow making water flow and 

concentration extraordinarily difficult to map, and more difficult to model hydrologically 

as it is non-linear flow system unlike stream or river systems. While all playas have 

defined watershed areas, or catchments, some act as completely closed hydrologic 

systems, while others fill and overflow down gradient to one or more other playas like a 

series of chained lakes in heavy, intense precipitation events and seasonal high-water 

periods. The variability of playa depths and catchment areas, and compounding impacts 
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based on overtopping and flow between multiple playas complicate watershed 

delineation, hydrologic modeling, and calculations required for SITES.  

Ecoregion 

Three United State Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Level IV Ecoregions 

comprise the Llano Estacado: The Llano Estacado (25i), Shinnery Sands (25j), and Arid 

Llano Estacado (25k). Each of these ecoregions is characterized by level ground, low 

drainage density, few to no streams, and numerous playa depressions. Native cover in 

most of the area was shortgrass prairie, although playas, draws, and dunes include mixes 

of shrubs and occasional riparian woodland assemblages. Areas where these caliche 

horizons are closer to the surface tend to be more droughty and less suitable for 

production agriculture. All cover types have been impacted by anthropogenic use. At 

least 80% of shortgrass prairies of the Llano Estacado ecoregion have largely converted 

to production agriculture. Other areas have been grazed, and often overgrazed, allowing 

invading shrubs to populate the region. The Shinnery Sands ecoregion, especially, has 

been impacted by oil extraction and overgrazing (United States Environmental Protection 

Agency, 2013). 

Playa Lake Function 

Playa lakes can provide a suite of functions and ecosystem services. When 

unaltered and embedded in shortgrass prairie catchments, they collect and store 

floodwater, contribute to aquifer recharge, improve water quality, increase biomass 

production and carbon sequestration, provide vital concentrations of biodiversity and 

vital habitat patches for both native and migratory species (L. M. Smith, Haukos, 

McMurry, Lagrange, & Willis, 2011). Within healthy playa lakes, a typical functional 
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cycle begins with a large precipitation event that contributes runoff from a shortgrass 

prairie into the Randall clay-lined basin. In dry periods, the clay pan shrinks and forms 

large cracks, contributing to aquifer recharge during the first flush of runoff. As the clay 

rehydrates, it swells and seals the basin to allow ponding. The flooding which occurs in 

the ring around the clay pan, known as the annulus, continues to infiltrate water that may 

percolate to the aquifer. Figure 2.6 illustrates the anatomy of a healthy urban playa in 

south Lubbock. Table 1 lists hydrologic and ecosystem functions typically associated 

with the different parts of playa basins. Figure 2.7 more closely examines the spatial and 

temporal dynamics of ecosystem functions associated with the wet-dry cycling margin of 

playa basins. 
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Figure 2.6. Anatomy of playa at 114th St. and Juneau Ave., Lubbock, Texas. 

A’ A 
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. 

Table 1. Ecosystem services associated with healthy playa components. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Physical and Temporal Functions of Playa Margins 

These functions are largely related to both the spatial dimensions of the playas 

and their frequent wet/dry cycles. As such, changes to a basin or catchment that alter 
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either the shape and size of the playa or its hydroperiod can also effect the hydrologic 

functions and ecosystem services of the system (Johnson et al., 2012). Common threats to 

healthy playa lake function include: surface contamination from herbicides, pesticides, 

and nutrients in crop production, concentrated animal feeding operation (CAFO), and 

urban runoff (Gurdak & Roe, 2010; D. A. Haukos & Smith, 1994); subsequent aquifer 

contamination (Zartman & Fish, 2016); sedimentation from croplands or other 

disturbances (Luo et al., 1997); pit construction in playa basins; overgrazing of 

catchments and basins; cultivating basins and basin margins for crop production (Johnson 

et al., 2012); changes in land cover, including crop production, urbanization, and 

introduction of tall grasses as part of government conservation programs (D. Haukos & 

Smith, 2003; L. Smith, Euliss, Wilcox, & Brinson, 2008); construction of transportation 

rights-of-way through playa basins (Texas Parks and Wildlife); and, the excavation and 

conversion of urban playa lakes into stormwater infrastructure. 

Playa Lake Anthropogenic Alterations 

From floodwater attenuation to aquifer recharge, biodiversity hubs to carbon 

sequestration, playa lakes provide many important ecological benefits (L. M. Smith et al., 

2011). However, human alterations to the landscape through grazing and cultivation, and 

to the playas themselves through tillage, filling and pitting, have negatively altered the 

function of almost every playa lake on the Llano Estacado (Johnson et al., 2012). 

Researchers and conservationists have made efforts to reform agricultural 

practices to preserve or restore healthy playa lake function in the agricultural landscape 

of the region. Government programs like the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), and 

the High Erodible Land Conservation and Wetland Conservation Compliance provisions 
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(Swampbuster), have some direct and indirect effects on playa lakes and their 

restoration/conservation. However, CRP has been noted to have some negative effects on 

playa lake hydrologic function. Because most CRP seed mixes include non-native 

tallgrasses, rather than shortgrasses more common to the area, playas embedded in CRP 

experience reduced frequency and level of inundation compared to other playas. 

Additionally, language within the Farm Bill Swampbuster provision allows dry wetlands 

to be plowed, leaving ephemeral wetlands in their dry period vulnerable to tillage 

degradation (O’Connell, Johnson, Smith, McMurry, & Haukos, 2012).  

Additionally, the Playa Lakes Joint Venture (PLJV), a regional public/private 

partnership aimed at conservation of playa lakes, provides data, toolsets, and guidance to 

help landowners protect and restore these key waterfowl habitat and aquifer recharge 

points (Playa Lakes Joint Venture, 2017). While their approach deals more directly with 

playa lake systems, it depends on voluntary adoption of decision-making toolsets and 

best practices by landowners and managers. Using a landscape design approach that 

balances biological and societal goals, the PLJV has developed number resources and 

communications aimed at conserving and restoring playa lakes in rural and agricultural 

areas (Playa Lakes Joint Venture, 2016a). While many of these efforts address problems 

associated with playa lakes in a native or agricultural context, far less research exists 

examining the conflicts of urbanization and playa lake systems.  

Like playa lakes in agricultural contexts, urban playa lakes are generally highly 

modified. Often, roadways are graded and constructed through the playa basin, as seen in 

Figure 2.8. Playa lakes are often filled for development or excavated for increased 

stormwater capacity. Even basins left intact carry increased pollutant loads from 
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roadways and built landscapes often with highly manicured, fertilized and irrigated turf 

grass as a preferred landscape regionally.  

 

Figure 2.8. Altered Urban Playa Lakes in South Lubbock, TX. 

In most urban playas, catchment areas are converted to impervious cover, 

increasing runoff from all storm events. This causes property damage from flooding 

occurring in areas where it would not have flooded in pervious native conditions. As a 

reactive measure, stormwater infrastructure is often installed in the playas, further 

altering their function and services. Moreover, playas in urban parks are typically 

surrounded by turfgrass, increasing risk of sedimentation and decreasing potential 

biodiversity compared to native shortgrass prairie assemblages. These playas are often 
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used to satisfy codes for park space and stormwater treatment in the same parcel. In wet 

years, the park space is often flooded, limiting public access to park space. Taken 

together, these disruptions degrade the quality of the human environment,  restrict flow of 

water to aquifer recharge, increase the risk of pollutants reaching the aquifer, and alter the 

length of inundation for playa lakes, which affects services such as migratory bird 

habitat, biodiversity provisioning, and water quality regulation, among others (L. M. 

Smith et al., 2011). 

 

Population Growth and Urbanization 

By the year 2050, global human population is projected to reach 9.7 billion. 

Approximately 66% of that population is expected to live in urbanized areas (United 

Nations, 2015). As more people move to cities, the urban fringe pushes outward in less-

dense development patterns. From 1950-2050, newcomers to growing urbanized areas in 

the United States occupied roughly twice as much land area per capita as existing 

residents (Marshall, 2007). As shown in Figure 2.9, The United Nations 2014 revision of 
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World Urbanization Prospects predicts that rural populations will remain static or even 

decline, and all net population growth will occur within urbanized areas (2015). 

 

 

Figure 2.9. The world's urban and rural populations, 1950-2050. Adapted from World Urbanization Prospects: The 
2014 Revision (7), by United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division. 2015. 
(ST/ESA/SER.A/366). 

Additionally, climate change impacts have far-reaching effects on precipitation, 

temperature, drought, and soil moisture in many urbanized areas, including those in 

primary agricultural production (Melillo, Richmond, & Yohe, 2014). Appendix A 

contains maps displaying several variables affected under different climate change 

scenarios for North America. Many hot and dry regions are projected to become hotter 

and drier, threatening population centers in the Sun Belt region and agricultural regions 

of the southern and central United States. Water scarcity in these regions has already 
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created conflicts between urban and agricultural demands, and climate change impacts 

only threaten to heighten these struggles. 

This is true of the Llano Estacado as well. The region was historically shortgrass 

prairie, but most of this native land cover has been converted to agriculture, urbanization, 

and energy development, including oil, gas, and wind. Since European settlement, some 

areas have experienced as much as a 99.9% decline in native prairie cover (Samson & 

Knopf, 1994). While the conversion of shortgrass prairie to agriculture has provided for 

highly productive regional economies, it has contributed to soil erosion, habitat 

loss/fragmentation, and, increasingly, water shortages. 

Human settlement and industry on the Llano Estacado rely heavily on water from 

the Ogallala Aquifer, a massive aquifer that underlies much of the Great Plains of North 

America. The Llano Estacado region lacks any significant permanent surface waters, a 

trait that largely limited development in the region until the late 1800s. Major 

urbanization and crop production in the region did not begin until the middle of the 20th 

century when more powerful diesel engines made the deep waters of the Ogallala 

accessible. Since mining of this water resource began 50-60 years ago, water levels have 

declined as much as 300 feet in some places (Texas Water Development Board). 

Compounding this problem is aquifer recharge on the Llano Estacado. Most of the water 

stored in the Ogallala was deposited over 3 million years ago by now-vanished rivers 

(Little, 2013). Northern parts of the Ogallala receive some recharge from river systems, 

and these recharge waters can flow horizontally within the aquifer, however aquifer water 

also moves down gradient from northwest to southeast like the surface topography. The 

Canadian River corridor at the north end of the Llano Estacado flows from northwest to 
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southeast, bisecting the aquifer formation and limiting aquifer recharge effect. Therefore, 

the overwhelming majority of recharge of the Ogallala is from the surface, mostly 

through playa lakes. 

The region holds four metropolitan statistical areas as defined by the United 

States Census Bureau. Lubbock (243,839), Amarillo (197,254), Midland (128,037), and 

Odessa (114,597), account for approximately 56% of the region’s 1.23 million residents 

(U.S. Census Bureau, 2015b). Small and medium cities house approximately 21% of the 

region’s population. Only 22% of the population of the region lives in rural areas 

(Leatherwood, 2010). These population distributions outpace the UN World Urbanization 

Prospects report, highlighting a trend in this region toward rapidly expanding urban 

centers. This growth is predominated by low-density, single-use development at the 

urban fringe. From 2000 to 2010, the population of these counties increased by 97,013 

citizens or 13.91%, a rate of increase similar to northern areas of the Dallas-Fort Worth 

Metroplex, one of the fastest growing regions in the nation (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015a). 

From 2001 to 2011, developed land in the same five counties increased by 32.39 square 

miles or 9.34% (Homer et al., 2015). A 2016 article in Business Insider lists both Odessa 

and Midland within the top five fastest growing cities in the United States (Bryan, 2016). 

Developers and designers often face challenges of accommodating growth while 

addressing environmental problems. Increasing regulation, protections, and awareness 

have spurred numerous initiatives to require or incentivize more environmentally-

conscious development practices. One such program, the SITES v2 Rating System™, 

administered by the Sustainable Sites Initiative under the US Green Building Council 

(USGBC), utilizes a framework of ecosystem service conservation, restoration, and 
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generation to evaluate and recognize landscape-based projects. This system qualifies 

projects for evaluation through a series of 18 prerequisites and scores projects for 

certification through 9 sections containing 48 credits with a possible total of 200 points. 

The prerequisites are designed to broadly apply to any project in any geographic location 

and are meant to ensure minimum performance baselines. In some systems within certain 

regions, however, it is possible that these prerequisites could prevent large numbers of 

projects from even attempting site certification. The unique nature of the playa lake 

systems – especially their hydrologic function and services– present such challenges to 

SITES implementation on the Llano Estacado. 

SITES v2 Rating System™ 

The SITES v2 Rating System™, commonly referred to simply as SITES, is a 

program that awards qualifying projects with different levels of certification intended to 

gauge their achievement of certain levels of sustainability. SITES uses a framework 

based on the concept of ecosystem services to develop a series of 18 prerequisites and 48 

credits by which projects may be scored. All prerequisites must be satisfied for any 

project to be evaluated for the attainment of credits. All prerequisites and credits are 

divided between ten sections that reflect a typical process of project development. A 

project must be at least 2000 square feet to be considered for SITES, but there is not 

maximum project size (Sustainable Sites Initiative, 2014). 

SITES utilizes performance benchmarks rather than prescriptive measures. The 

system uses a series of goals and guiding principles to structure prerequisites and credits, 

and each prerequisite or credit states its overarching intent and condition(s) by which 

points may be achieved. The goals for the SITES program are as follows: 
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• Create Regenerative Systems and Foster Resiliency 

o Protect and restore natural resources such as soil, water, and vegetation. 

o Encourage biodiversity. 

o Enhance landscapes to provide multiple ecosystem services such as 

cleaning air and water, providing habitat, and storing carbon.  

o Mitigate for evolving hazards and natural disasters.  

o Plan for monitoring and adaptive management.  

• Ensure Future Resource Supply and Mitigate Climate Change 

o Minimize energy consumption and encourage use of low carbon and 

renewable energy sources.  

o Minimize or eliminate greenhouse gas emissions, heavy metals, 

chemicals, and other pollutants.  

o Reduce, reuse, recycle, and upcycle materials and resources.  

o Conserve water. Increase the capacity of carbon sinks through re-

vegetation.  

• Transform the Market through Design, Development, and Maintenance Practices 

o Foster leadership in industry and professional practice. 

o Use a systems-thinking, integrative and collaborative design approach.  

o Use lifecycle analyses to inform the design process.  

o Support local economies and sustainability policies.  

• Enhance Human Well-Being and Strengthen Community. 

o Reconnect humans to nature.  

o Improve human health (physical, mental, and spiritual).  

o Foster stewardship by providing education that promotes the 

understanding of natural systems, and recognizes the value of landscapes.  

o Encourage cultural integrity and promote regional identity.  

o Provide opportunities for community involvement and advocacy. 

SITES also employs a decision-making hierarchy to guide program users. This 

helps clarify the decisions when multiple options may be available to program users. 

Figure 2.10 illustrates this hierarchy of first conserving, then managing, then restoring, 
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and finally generating ecosystem services. These hierarchies and goals provide useful 

context for evaluating the SITES v2 Rating System™ to projects involving playa lake 

systems on the Llano Estacado (Sustainable Sites Initiative, 2014).  

 

Figure 2.10. SITES decision-making hierarchy. 2014. SITES v2 Reference Guide for Sustainable Land Design and 
Development. 

 

Several prerequisites and credits from the SITES v2 Rating System™ can be 

directly related to playa lake hydrology and ecosystem function. Because this thesis 

identifies approaches to achieving SITES credits in playa lake systems, these criteria 

provide useful lenses for framing different aspects of the playa lake systems and their 

functions. This studies relevant prerequisites and credits are as follows: 
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• P1.1 Limit development on farmland 

o Intent: Conserve the most productive farmland for future generations by 

protecting prime farmland and farmland of statewide or local importance. 

• P1.2 Protect floodplain functions 

o Intent: Protect floodplain functions (e.g., storage, habitat, water quality 

benefits) by limiting new development within the 100-year floodplain of all 

types of waterways and watercourses. 

• P1.3 Conserve aquatic ecosystems 

o Intent: Conserve and protect aquatic ecosystems, including wetlands and 

deepwater habitats that provide critical ecosystem functions for fish, other 

wildlife, and people. 

• P3.1 Manage precipitation on site 

o Intent: Reduce negative impacts to aquatic ecosystems, channel 

morphology, and dry weather base flow by replicating natural hydrologic 

conditions and retaining precipitation on site. 

• P3.2 Reduce water for landscape irrigation 

o Intent: Conserve water resources and minimize energy use by reducing the 

use of potable water, natural surface water, and groundwater withdrawals 

for landscape irrigation after the establishment period. 

• C3.3 Manage precipitation beyond baseline 

o Intent: Maintain site water balance, protect water quality, and reduce 

negative impacts to aquatic ecosystems, channel morphology, and dry 
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weather base flow by replicating natural hydrologic conditions and 

providing retention and treatment for precipitation on site. 

• C3.4 Reduce outdoor water use 

o Intent: Conserve water resources and minimize energy use by 

encouraging alternative irrigation methods and water conservation 

strategies that limit or eliminate the use of potable water, natural surface 

water, and groundwater withdrawals for landscape irrigation and other 

outdoor use. 

• C3.5 Design functional stormwater features as amenities 

o Intent: Provide a connection to the local climate and hydrology by 

integrating aesthetically pleasing stormwater features that are visually 

and physically accessible and manage on-site stormwater. 

• C3.6 Restore aquatic ecosystems 

o Intent: Support healthy functioning of aquatic ecosystems for fish, other 

wildlife, and people by restoring the ecological function, integrity, and 

resiliency of those ecosystems that have been degraded, damaged, or 

destroyed. 

The purpose of this study is to understand how SITES can be approached for 

certifying projects involving playa hydrologic systems on the Llano Estacado and to 

understand how prerequisites and water credits can be met and earned. To satisfy these 

prerequisites and earn credits, it is vital to understand how each item provides a 

framework for viewing the interface between development and playa lake systems on the 

Llano Estacado.    
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Chapter 3 
Methodology 

Urbanization often interacts with playa lake systems, affecting both hydrologic 

function, ecosystem services, and the human environment. Hydrology within playa lake 

systems does not follow standard linear streamflow characteristics; rather, water in these 

systems flows to and collects in periodic impoundments until certain volumes induce 

overland flow to downstream basins, sometimes at multiple points and to different basins 

simultaneously. These stoppages and loops in the flow patterns present significant 

challenges to understanding, modeling, and communicating playa lake hydrology and its 

implications on urban development and design.   

Standard workflows in landscape architecture office practice involve obtaining 

and analyzing existing data. Widely available datasets from government agencies provide 

information on typical landcover, hydrology, flow lines, etc. However, playa systems, 

due to their complexity, have only very coarsely mapped data. For instance, one HUC12 

watershed (Figure 3.1) included in this study contains 59 individual basins. The 

resolution of the information in readily available datasets may simply be too coarse to 

meaningfully inform planning and design decisions in playa systems. Many times, this 

hurdle alone could prevent an office’s pursuit of SITES accreditation. 
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Figure 3.1. Two HUC12 Watersheds included in the study. Yellowhouse Canyon to the north, and City of Woodrow to 
the South. 

As a means of evaluating the effects of urbanization on playa basin and catchment 

function and morphology, this case study will identify representative catchments for 

different spatial configurations of playas within two HUC12 watersheds using a 

combination of visual, topographic and hydrologic analysis, and topographic and 

hydrologic modeling and visualization. Selected cases involve playa lakes embedded in 

previously urbanized, currently urbanizing, and rural agricultural contexts. These three 

cases represent the typical spectrum of conditions in the rapidly developing Lubbock area 

and aim to highlight different strategies for mitigating, preventing, or repairing damage to 

playa lakes under different land use and cover scenarios. The cases may also reveal how 

current development practices interact with and alter playa lakes, including incidences of 

flooding, loss of hydrologic functions, and damage to ecosystem functions. 
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Using 1-foot contours derived from the NED 10-meter (NED10m) surface 

(National Elevation Dataset available from USGS for the entire United States), 

catchments and pour points for individual sinks were manually delineated in ArcGIS 

using heads-up digitizing using the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and contours. 

Importantly, the DEM was symbolized using a statistical method called Dynamic Range 

adjustment illustrating a range of color values from high to low based only on the range 

of values displayed on-screen as opposed to the range of the entire dataset. Due to the 

coarser resolution of the NED10m, where elevations were sampled every 10 meters 

(approximately 30 feet), small changes in elevation from road rights-of way and 

construction processes are absent or minimized. These characteristics were used to 

approximate predevelopment topography.  

This approach is a viable approximation for predevelopment watershed boundary 

delineation when predevelopment data is not available. Delineated watersheds, or 

catchments for each playa were then used to calculate several baseline measurements. 

The rational method for stormwater runoff is calculated under two hypothetical land 

cover scenarios. The rational method is expressed as q=CiA, where q =peak runoff rate 

(cfs), C=dimensionless runoff coefficient, i=rainfall intensity (iph) for the design storm, 

and A=area of drainage area (ac). Rainfall volumes and runoff coefficients were applied 

uniformly across the entire watershed to approximate maximum predevelopment (flat 

pasture and play on sandy loam, used as proxy for shortgrass prairie; C=0.1) and post-

urbanization (even mix of single family residential, attached multi-unit residential, and 

neighborhood business; C=0.65) runoff peak flow rates. 
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Drainage areas were also used to calculate total runoff volumes under each 

scenario using the same runoff coefficients above. A simple geometric volume 

calculation was used and adjusted by the runoff coefficient to gauge potential volumes 

each catchment could contribute to its embedded playa. 

Next, the location and elevation at which each playa basin would overflow to the 

next catchment in the system, known as the pour point, was determined using visual 

analysis of the NED10m surface in ArcGIS. The pour point was used to map flow 

relationships between playas, and the elevation was used to calculate the volume of water 

held by the basin at this level of inundation. The process for this calculation involved 

several processes in ArcGIS to both calculate and visualize the volumes associated with a 

theoretically full playa lake.  

First, each playa sub-basin within the HUC12 watershed was exported to its own 

feature class so that its properties could be evaluated in isolation. Then, both the 

NED10m and LiDAR surfaces were extracted using the Extract by Mask tool for each of 

the playa sub-basin feature classes. Next, each sub-basin boundary polygon was copied 

and converted to a horizontal planar surface set to the elevation of the pour point. This 

plane and the elevation surface were used as inputs for the Surface Volume tool in 

ArcGIS to calculate the volume of water held in the basin before overflow. 

This volume can then be compared to runoff volumes calculated for each sub-

basin to determine which playa basins are likely to overflow under design storm 

characteristics. These determinations are used to classify playa basins as overflow or non-

overflow playas, and these classifications help to evaluate different basin dynamics in the 

context of SITES criteria. 
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The extracted surfaces for each sub-basin are also used to visualize overflow 

pathways and flood levels at maximum playa storage capacity before overflow. The 

rasters were reclassified in ArcGIS binarily with pixels at or below the pour point 

elevation=1 and pixels with a value above the pour point elevation= 2. Color symbology 

was applied to provide visualization of maximum water levels as blue and upland areas as 

brown, and the pixel counts for each class were used to calculate and validate areal 

coverage measurements derived from the previous steps. 

Finally, three individual playa basins were delineated using a LiDAR (Light 

Distance and Ranging), or laser scan data derived 3-foot DEM surface (LiDAR03ft) to 

evaluate impacts of urbanization on watershed boundaries and flow characteristics. The 

LiDAR03ft surface is over 10 times the resolution of the NED10m surface and illustrates 

urban features such as curb and gutter flows and even small residential lot grading. The 

LiDAR03ft surface was prepared by the Eric A. Bernard in the Landscape Architecture 

Department using raw LiDAR (LAS) files obtained from the City of Lubbock using 

ArcGIS 10.4.1 in combination with QCoherent’s LP360 LiDAR Extension.  

One fully modified urban playa (Tech Terrace Playa), one intact playa with native 

upland cover in an urban context (Woodrow Playa08), and one intact playa basin with 

plowed uplands in agricultural context (Woodrow Playa32) were chosen for comparative 

study with NED10m determined playas. This evaluation is also used to assess how SITES 

criteria for water credits might apply in different development or redevelopment contexts. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the parameters used in the modeling process. 
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Figure 3.2. Parameters and ranges used in the research modeling process. 

Based on the criteria for site context and hydrology contained in the SITES v2 

Rating System™, approaches for the application of SITES to be utilized within these 

contexts will be explained and evaluated. The research hypothesis is that a perfect score 

of 23 on the SITES v2 Rating System™ Section 3: Site Design – Water assessment is 

possible for an urbanizing site within Llano Estacado watersheds (Sub-Watersheds of 

HUC 12) characterized by playa lake hydrologic systems.  
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Chapter 4 
Findings 

Comparison of Urban Playa Chain and Mixed Playa Systems 

One study site was the HUC12 Watershed named “City of Woodrow” south of the 

City of Lubbock (Figure 4.1). This system was chosen because it contains a mix of 

conditions ranging from urban to agricultural and is currently in the path of future 

development or developing, which allows for a variety of observations. A combination of 

soil survey data identifying Randall Clay pans and visual terrain assessment were used to 

identify playa depressions. Fifty-nine (59) individual playa basins within this watershed 

were delineated based on 1-foot contours derived from NED10m surface for the region 

(Figure 4.2). Pour point locations and elevations for each sub-basin were identified and 

used to map flow relationships. Four distinct chains of linear flow were identified, 

converging east of US Highway 87 where they drain to the City of Slaton-Spring Creek 

HUC 12 Watershed (Figure 4.3). The 59 sub-basin areas range from 103.30- 1442.13 

acres. The size of basin is inversely proportional to the frequency of its occurrence 

(Figure 4.4) 
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Figure 4.1. Context of City of Woodrow HUC 12 Watershed 
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Figure 4.2. Playa Sub-Basins derived from 1-Foot Contours 
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Figure 4.3. Pour Points and Flow Chains 
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Figure 4.4. Sub-Basin Size Frequency Distribution. 
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Differences in NED10m and LiDAR Surfaces 

Initial use of NED10m raster for watershed delineation for predevelopment 

conditions, proves too coarse a resolution to map anthropogenic changes to playa 

catchments. As shown in the LiDAR03ft surface, even the slight elevation changes 

associated with roadway crowns and curb and gutter systems can divert water over long 

distances, significantly altering the shape and area of these catchments and the volumes 

of water that playas receive from them. 

NED10m vs. LiDAR 3 Ft. Elevation Data 

Spatial resolution of elevation data has significant effects on catchment 

delineation of playa sub-basins, especially where anthropogenic effects have impacted 

the terrain. While some effects may derive from temporal frames of data provenance, 

such as newly built residential developments or recently altered basin morphologies, the 

subtleties of terrain and topographic relief on the Llano Estacado are best observed with 

finer resolution LiDAR data. Figure 4.5 shows Playa 08 and its surroundings in the 

Woodrow watershed. Note how, in many places, watershed delineations shift and closely 

align with streets and roadways in the LiDAR surface compared to the NED10m surface 

where general landforms are more perceptible influences. 
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Figure 4.5. Comparison on sub-basin boundaries derived from NED10m surface vs. LiDAR 3-foot surface 

This can have significant effects on the drainage area received by a playa, and the 

overland flow path and concentrations which convey water to the basins. Three playa 

catchments were delineated in the same fashion as the NED10m process using the 

LiDAR surface. Each playa was chosen based on its representative land cover typology. 

The Tech Terrace Playa in the Yellowhouse Canyon HUC12 watershed is a fully 

urbanized catchment, Playa 08 in the Woodrow HUC12 watershed is currently 

urbanizing, and Playa 32 in the Woodrow watershed is agricultural.  

The level of detail provided by the LiDAR surface illuminates how ongoing 

development practices fail to keep construction outside potential high-water levels. In 

Woodrow Playa 08 (Figure 4.6), flood levels are more concentrated, but still interfere 
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with rights-of-way and urban development, despite a reduction in overall catchment size 

by over 165 acres. Playa 32 (Figure 4.7) now receives runoff from an additional 125 

acres, and the roadway to the east of the playa basin would be flooded at peak elevation. 

Finally, the Tech Terrace Catchment (Figure 4.8) in the Yellowhouse Canyon HUC12 

Watershed is reduced by 242 acres, but the encroachment of 

 

Figure 4.6. Woodrow Playa 08 Comparison of boundaries and areas of inundation 

flooding into developed areas expands drastically based on the LiDAR surface. 

Figure 4.9 shows the pour point capacity for the Tech Terrace, Boston Avenue, and 

Stumpy Hamilton playas, illustrating the chained flow characteristics of these playa 

systems and their potential for property damage and flooding of rights of way. These 

effects are not nearly as pronounced in the NED10m elevation dataset. 
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Figure 4.7. Woodrow Playa 32 Comparison of boundaries and areas of inundation 
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Figure 4.8. Yellowhouse Canyon Tech Terrace Playa Comparison of boundaries and areas of inundation 
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Figure 4.9. Linked urban flows in the Yellowhouse Canyon system. Note the broad extent of flooding revealed in the 
LiDAR surface. 

Overflow vs. Non-Overflow Playas 

Urbanization is known to markedly increase runoff volumes. The difference in 

runoff between pre- and post-development land cover scenarios creates drastic changes in 

playa chain dynamics. The sub-basins within the watershed were modeled in three 24-

hour design storms (10-year, 2.00”; 100-year, 6.5”; 500-year, 8.38”) in two different land 

cover scenarios (shortgrass prairie (C=0.10) and mixed urban use (C=0.65) (City of 

Lubbock, 2010; Strom, Nathan, Woland, & Lamm, 2009). Rainfall volumes and land 

cover were assumed uniform across the study area. These runoff volumes were compared 

to the overflow elevation storage volume for each sub-basin, and excess volumes were 

added to the receiving basin to assess cascading flows. In the models, playas and soils are 
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assumed to be dry at the time of the rainfall events. Wet soil conditions or existing 

ponding in basins prior to the modeled scenarios would increase runoff and volumes, 

potentially inducing more sub-basins to overflow. Key calculations for these sub-basin 

measurements can be found in Appendix B. 

Under pre-development land cover of shortgrass prairie, the 100-year design 

storm (6.5-inches) only induced three playas to overflow, while the 500-year design 

storm (8.38 inches) increased that number to four. No playas overflowed in a 10-year 

(2.0”) design storm with native short-grass prairie cover. Playas overflowing in these 

conditions are embedded in small sub-basins, and all are in the northern chain (Figure 

4.10).  
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Figure 4.10. Overflow of playas modeled as Shortgrass Prairie Cover 

Next, the watershed was modeled assuming uniform urban cover characteristic of 

recent development patterns in the Lubbock area. In this scenario, ten sub-basins overfill 

their capacity in a 10-year, 2.0-inch rainfall event. Five small basins in the north chain – 

including Playa 1, which contained the volume from an 8.83” storm under shortgrass 

prairie conditions. Two large basins in the north central chain overflow in this event, and 

three basins at the east end of the watershed where the chains converge overflow, 

including the basin that discharges out of the watershed, while individual sub-basins 

overfill in this scenario, their receiving sub-basins have ample volume to contain the 

excess stormwater and no cascading overflows are induced (Figure 4.11). 
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Figure 4.11. Urban Playa Overflow Model for 2" Rainfall Event 

The 100-year, 6.5” rainfall model significantly increases the number of 

overflowing sub-basins. Nineteen (19) basins overflow in this event, and three of those 

overflow volumes induce overflow downstream. The overflow from Playa 35 triggers a 

cascading overflow of its two downstream sub-basins. All chains within the system 

experience some level of overflow. Six of the nine sub-basins in the north central chain 

overflow in this scenario, and the low eastern end of the watershed begins to experience 

uniform overflow (Figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.12. Urban Playa Overflow Model for 6.5" Rainfall Event 

The model for the 500-year, 8.38” storm show 25 sub-basins exceeding capacity 

from the rainfall alone, with another four overflowing from received cascading overflow. 

The north and north central chains experience the most overflow, although the higher 

elevations to the west north chain remain mostly contained. The south and south-central 

chains have the least overflow (Figure 4.13). 
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Figure 4.13. Urban Playa Overflow Model for 8.38" Rainfall Event 

Flood/Flow Zones 

In addition to identifying which sub-basins will overflow in given scenarios, it is 

also useful to know where those high-water boundaries would be for each sub-basin. 

Binary reclassification of the NED10m raster sub-basin pixels based on their elevation 

relative to the pour point elevation shows all pixels that would be inundated at maximum 

sub-basin capacity (Figure 4.14). 
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Figure 4.14. Extent of Inundation at maximum basin capacity for all sub-basins 

Implications and Influences on SITES Prerequisites and Credits 

Prerequisite 1.1 Limit development on farmland 

Intent: Conserve the most productive farmland for future generations by 

protecting prime farmland and farmland of statewide or local importance. 

Except for the Randall clay beds of playa lakes, much of the land of the Llano 

Estacado has been classified by the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) as 

prime farmland, or farmland of statewide or local importance (Figure 4.15). However, 

much of this land relies heavily on irrigation from the Ogallala Aquifer. 
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Figure 4.15. Lubbock County Prime Farmland Soils 

Moreover, this prerequisite only explicitly protects areas based on soil 

classification, not on its function within an ecosystem. Provisions that allow development 

of farm soils become cost prohibitive to be applied at a larger scale, limiting the number 

of projects that can even consider SITE certification on the Llano Estacado. 

Also, playa function relies upon healthy hydrologic systems, not just protected 

clay beds. The annulus and interplay and overflow regions are vital components to the 

full suite of functions and services provided by playa lakes.  
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P1.2 Protect floodplain functions 

Protect floodplain functions (e.g., storage, habitat, water quality benefits) by 

limiting new development within the 100-year floodplain of all types of waterways and 

watercourses. 

Playa lake floodplains are vital to many of the hydrologic functions and 

ecosystem services of playa lake systems. While playa basins are lined with clay that 

inhibits stormwater infiltration, annulus floodplain soils are more permeable, allowing 

ponded water to infiltrate and percolate to contribute to aquifer recharge (See Figures 2.6 

and 2.7) (Playa Lakes Joint Venture, 2016b). 

This marginal floodplain area is also a key component of biotic functions of playa 

systems. The seasonal wet-dry cycles lead to germination of key forage and cover plants 

adapted to these cycles for native and migratory species. Changing depth, spread, or 

hydroperiod of playa lakes alters the water regimen available to produce these key 

germination cycles. Playas with pits may inhibit spread of water, leaving margins too dry, 

while sedimentation of basins or contribution of excessive runoff may flood seedbanks 

and prohibit germination (Anderson & Smith, 1998). 

Finally, depressional wetlands systems exhibit different dynamics than stream-

based hydrologic systems. The most relevant floodplains for protection are not associated 

with waterways and watercourses, but with the basins themselves. Moreover, these basins 

are only seasonally inundated, making floodplains challenging to delineate. In fact, most 

playa lakes outside of urbanization have no officially delineated floodplains complicates 

achieving SITES aim. Finally, depressional wetlands, as closed watershed systems, are 

highly responsive to any changes in runoff contribution from the catchment. The 
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alteration of hydroperiod and zone of inundation can have cascading negative effects on 

many hydrologic and biotic system functions (Euliss, Smith, Wilcox, & Browne, 2008) 

These factors combine to make the delineation of floodplain and their associated 

functions a difficult, but highly important, step to site planning. 

P1.3 Conserve aquatic ecosystems 

Intent: Conserve and protect aquatic ecosystems, including wetlands and 

deepwater habitats that provide critical ecosystem functions for fish, other wildlife, and 

people. 

Most playa lakes are not identified as protected wetlands under federal 

regulations. Although some conservation and/or protection programs may apply to playa 

ecosystems (Farm Bill Swampbuster provisions and USACE), the seasonality of 

inundation and highly modified nature provides many loopholes to avoid compliance 

with regulatory measures (Johnson et al., 2012; O’Connell et al., 2012). Widespread 

conservation is also made difficult by the rates of private land ownership. Over 99% of 

playa lakes are currently in private ownership. Because the role playas play are not well-

understood by the general public, conservation efforts can be difficult, and regulatory 

measures are often poorly-received, although some successes have been made through 

awareness-raising initiatives (D. Haukos & Smith, 2003). 

Because playas are not well-protected and because they are typically privately-

owned, SITES recommended means for their identification for protection may not be 

applicable. SITES recommends the use of US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 

guidance for wetland delineation, but Haukos and Smith suggest that USACE 

recommendations and jurisdictional limitations make this an inadequate approach to 
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wetland delineation for playa lakes. Moreover, traditional means of identifying playas by 

hydric soils or hydrophilic plant communities prove inadequate since at least 90% of 

playas on the Llano Estacado had been filled, modified, or cultivated as early as the mid-

1980s (D. Haukos & Smith, 2003).  

In addition to the challenges of delineating playa wetlands for protection, the 

measures SITES recommends for protection may not adequately address the unique 

characteristics of playa lakes. Depending upon size, playa lakes may be classified as 

either lacustrine or palustrine wetlands. SITES criteria require a maximum of 100 feet of 

habitat buffer for either of these systems. As depressional wetlands, playa lakes are 

highly sensitive to changes within the entirety of the watershed, suggesting that 

management or conservation of the wetland alone may be inadequate (L. Smith et al., 

2008). This strong response to watershed conditions also implies that the boundary of a 

playa wetland is variable in response to precipitation volume and soil conditions (L. M. 

Smith et al., 2011), and the processes that shape playa lakes are ongoing (Wood & 

Osterkamp, 1987), suggesting that traditional boundary delineation may fail to adequately 

protect all playa system functions. 

P3.1 Manage precipitation on site  

Intent: Reduce negative impacts to aquatic ecosystems, channel morphology, and 

dry weather base flow by replicating natural hydrologic conditions and retaining 

precipitation on site. 

Baseflow levels to playa systems typically derive from intense individual storm 

events, prolonged periods of precipitation, or some combination of the two. Ideal 

stormwater management for playa systems would maintain similar rates and volumes of 
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runoff under given storm conditions. Predevelopment baselines should be established for 

all sites using the rational method with a runoff coefficient of C=0.1 to approximate 

shortgrass prairie land cover (Strom et al., 2009). The prerequisite mandates the on-site 

management of a 60th percentile rainfall event, a daily rainfall of 0.42” based on data 

from the EPA stormwater calculator. Because storm events are often intense in the 

region, this volume can be considered the hourly rainfall intensity (i=0.42) for these 

calculations. 

In addition to volumes of rainfall managed on-site, any flows leaving the site 

should be at rates equal to native cover. To avoid erosion and sedimentation, 

concentrated flows should be slowed before entering playa basins, and sheet flow 

dynamics should be considered preferable to pipe or open channel flows. 

 P3.2 Reduce water for landscape irrigation 

Intent: Conserve water resources and minimize energy use by reducing the use of 

potable water, natural surface water, and groundwater withdrawals for landscape 

irrigation after the establishment period. 

This prerequisite relies more heavily of decisions by the designer or developer. 

However, approaches such as use of native plants, site-grading that directs water to 

planting beds, and optimization of turfgrass areas for site functions can help to achieve 

this aim. Where water is retained on-site, plants native to playa basins and margins 

should be used to tolerate wet-dry conditions of the area and to extend ecosystem services 

of these assemblages onto the site. Haukos and Smith have compiled a list of common 

playa species, included in Appendix C, although design species should be selected from 

those found in playas near the design site. (D. A. Haukos & Smith, 1997).  It should be 
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noted that many of the species may not be suitable for ornamental use, but can provide 

important ecosystem services. 

C3.3 Manage precipitation beyond baseline 

Intent: Maintain site water balance, protect water quality, and reduce negative 

impacts to aquatic ecosystems, channel morphology, and dry weather base flow by 

replicating natural hydrologic conditions and providing retention and treatment for 

precipitation on site. 

Because playa lake systems rely so heavily upon certain flows and hydroperiods 

receiving too little water can be as detrimental as receiving too much. Managing on-site 

precipitation up to the 95th percentile storm could, in some instances, deprive playa lakes 

of needed flows. Given the nature of urbanization, however, it is unlikely that on-site 

retention for a single project would offset increased flows from other impervious 

surfaces. An exception to this could be on large institutional or campus projects that 

encompass the majority of a playa sub-basin. In this instance, efforts should be made to 

identify and preserve predevelopment watershed contributions to the playa. 

C3.6 Restore aquatic ecosystems 

Intent: Support healthy functioning of aquatic ecosystems for fish, other wildlife, 

and people by restoring the ecological function, integrity, and resiliency of those 

ecosystems that have been degraded, damaged, or destroyed. 

Sedimentation and pitting/ditching are the two largest threats to playa lakes. 

When a playa is within the scope of work for a project, any pits or ditches should be 

filled with Randall Clay from the spoil pile, if possible. Playas which have lost basin 
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volume from sedimentation should be excavated to the top of the clay pan. Playas with 

modified shapes or profiles should be restored, focusing especially on the gradient and 

morphology of the annulus. Disturbed areas should be revegetated with grasses and forbs 

native to playas near the site (Playa Lakes Joint Venture, 2016a). 

C3.4 Reduce outdoor water use  

Intent: Conserve water resources and minimize energy use by encouraging 

alternative irrigation methods and water conservation strategies that limit or eliminate 

the use of potable water, natural surface water, and groundwater withdrawals for 

landscape irrigation and other outdoor use. 

Planting palettes should include native species that thrive in the conditions of the 

region (See Appendix C). Rainwater harvest for irrigation and either visual or interactive 

water features should be implemented with proper health and safety code compliance. 

Where codes and site conditions allow, greywater and blackwater systems should be 

utilized for supplemental irrigation. Advocacy for wider adoption of these systems could 

provide more avenues for the achievement of these credits. 

 C3.5 Design functional stormwater features as amenities 

Intent: Provide a connection to the local climate and hydrology by integrating 

aesthetically pleasing stormwater features that are visually and physically accessible and 

manage on-site stormwater. 

While achievement of this credit largely relies on the ingenuity of the designer, 

these features can add service and amenity to sites, especially given the hot, semi-arid 

climate, and should be encouraged where appropriate. Guidance and examples can be 
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found in case studies through the Sustainable Sites Initiative and the Landscape 

Architecture Foundation Landscape Performance Series.  
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions 

Introduction 

Playa lake hydrology is subtle and complex, and when changed by human 

systems, the implications of even minor alterations can be significant. Traditional linear 

streamflow hydrologic models either cannot, or do not fully explain and communicate the 

functions and patterns of playa lake hydrology, especially in ways that can inform urban 

design, development decisions, and municipal planning measures. Thoughtful design 

aimed at the preservation of playa lakes and their vital hydrologic functions and 

ecosystem services in the context of semi-arid climates needs to be more commonly 

practiced. Programs like the SITES v2 Rating System incentivize sustainable practices 

through credit rankings and marketing, but the breadth of their systems can present 

challenges for project sites within unique or atypical systems like those found on the 

Llano Estacado which do not follow typical hydrologic flows and modeling. 

The research described above aimed to better understand playa systems as a 

means of gauging their fitness for the application of the SITES credit system. It also 

explored strategies that could be used by designers to achieve sites accreditation on the 

Llano Estacado within playa lake hydrologic systems. The hypothesis was that such 

projects could meet all prerequisites and achieve maximum credits for items related to 

water in the SITES v2 Rating System. While such a process would be challenging and 

require careful planning, this research fails to disprove the hypothesis. Following are 

groups of prerequisites and credits for which planning and design approaches can work 

synergistically to address the requirements of the SITES v2 Rating Systems. 
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Policy, Planning, and Education  

• Approaches to attain the following SITES items: 

o P1.1 – Limit Development on Farmland 

o P1.2 – Protect Floodplain Functions 

o P1.3 – Conserve Aquatic Ecosystems 

o C3.5 – Design Functional Stormwater Features as Amenities 

o C3.6 – Restore Aquatic Ecosystems 

While all measures must be addressed at the project level for SITES certification, 

the preservation of playa lake systems may require broader approaches more properly 

addressed through city/county codes and regulations. The city of Lubbock acknowledges 

the role of playa lakes as important stormwater infrastructure features, but current 

development codes for playa lakes allow significant alteration of playa lake morphology 

if volumes are preserved or increased (Figure 5.1). The codes also allow for reclamation 

of up to 30% of acreage that would be covered at the pour point elevation, meaning that 

key marginal habitat can be cleared for development and vital basin physiology and its 

related floodplain functions can be destroyed. While the codes do require that pour point 

elevations remain unaltered, the codes fail to account for the drastic effects even minor 

changes to the topography can have on surface hydrology in the region, and some 

analysis shows that these elevations are regularly altered in existing urban development 

practices. 
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Figure 5.1. Diagram from City of Lubbock Storm Water Management for Playa Reclamation Strategies. 

Code allowances for overflow conveyance are also problematic. The codes 

discuss overland flow between playas within a system, but state preference for 

conveyance along street networks rather than greenspace networks. This leads to 

increased pollution and sediment loads, increases the risk of property damage and injury, 
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and neglects opportunities for interconnected green infrastructure and open space 

networks that provide recreational and environmental benefits.  

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the City of Lubbock lacks a long-range 

comprehensive plan that accounts for preferred growth areas that preserve these vital 

functions and the best of the area’s prime farmland. This provision presents one of the 

biggest challenges to the implementation of SITES on greenfield development projects in 

Lubbock. Because so much of the land is classified as prime farmland, and because urban 

expansion is driving the cost of urban-adjacent farm lands higher, the added cost of 

agriculture conservation easement procurement becomes a major barrier. A 

comprehensive plan that preserves those agricultural lands that also have the best access 

to water for irrigation while earmarking more droughty lands for development could 

provide a means for SITES development under P1.1, Case 3, which allows for 

development of farmlands that have been identified by the city, county, or state as 

preferred growth areas. 

On a case-by-case basis, other projects may qualify for SITES evaluation. The 

provision for developing farmland allows for 5% of healthy farmland soils on-site to be 

developed, so long as remaining farmland soils are protected. It is possible that certain 

playa basins, like Woodrow Playa 32, could provide developable area, functional playa 

basin and floodplain, and preserved farmland in proportions that satisfy P1.1, P1.2, and 

P1.3. In the case of Woodrow Playa 32, the catchment is 925.7 acres. There are 673.5 

acres of prime farmland and 29.6 acres of Randall clay in the playa basin. A 300-foot 

buffer around the Randall Clay exceeds SITES buffer requirements for protecting 

Palustrine wetlands, but this buffer better aligns with the annulus and floodplain evident 
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from aerial imagery. By this measure, 33.7 acres of farmland could be developed, along 

with approximately 130-140 acres of non-farmland. By setting aside prime farmland as 

additional buffer for playa overflow paths that would be needed for any project, it is clear 

that these three prerequisites could be satisfied within the context of some development 

projects. As projects are developed, a few key considerations should be made. 

First, it is vital that the shape, depth, and hydroperiod of any embedded or 

adjacent playas are maintained or restored. Randall clay pans should remain unaltered, 

and any previous pitting, ditching, or filling –intentional or incidental – should be 

restored. The annulus and floodplain of the playa should mimic native shallow grades. 

Runoff from development should be released to the playa at a rate equal to runoff from 

shortgrass prairie (C=0.1), and measures should be in place to prevent the transport of 

pollution and sediment to the playa basin. Where possible, any undeveloped interplaya 

region should be actively restored to native shortgrass plant assemblages unless in active 

agriculture production, at which point best practices for agricultural playa conservation, 

available from sources such as the Playa Lakes Joint Venture, should be applied. All 

production agriculture and/or development should preserve a minimum 100-foot buffer 

from the floodplain edge with native short-grass prairie restored in the buffer area. 

The overflow path of stormwater in overflow playas should be determined and 

maintained with similar buffers based on the peak flow rates. Ideally, all areas inundated 

at the pour point water elevation should be preserved in these systems to help promote 

shallow, low velocity flows. Channelized flows increase risk of basin sedimentation and 

erosion. Further investigation should be required to determine the optimal flow path 
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configuration and buffers, however these connections should be designed as open space 

networks, not merely stormwater infrastructure.  

In some playa basins, especially non-overflow playas that terminate a series of 

overflow playas, increased volumes and areas of inundation may necessitate gravity 

storm drains to protect property and allow economical use of land resources. Where 

gravity drains are necessary, a few points of guidance should be followed. First, the inlet 

for the drain must be constructed outside and above the natural floodplain, preserving the 

vital hydrologic functions and ecosystem services of this dynamic margin. Second, the 

inlet elevation for the gravity drain should be set at an elevation equal to or greater than 

the high-water mark of the playa in predevelopment conditions, thus ensuring the 

opportunity for stormwater to cover the margin and initiate the wet-dry cycles that are 

key to habitat provisioning for native and migratory species and maximum aquifer 

recharge. Finally, a minimum 100-foot buffer of native shortgrass prairie assemblage 

should extend beyond the high-water level to minimize sedimentation and erosion risks. 

Efforts should be made to slow incoming stormwater flows to allow for sediment 

deposition outside the critical playa floor and annulus. Settling ponds, terraces, or other 

mechanism that slow incoming flow to lower velocity and shallower depths should be 

considered, especially in areas where many flow points may converge. Road rights-of-

way tend to channelize flows in ditches and curb and gutter systems. Not only should 

efforts be made to slow and spread these flows before they arrive in a playa basin, but the 

position of roadways themselves should be reconsidered. 

Because many playas flow in roughly parallel chains, arterial streets and the 

development they serve should follow the subtle ridges dividing these chains. The 
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heaviest traffic roads should align with the most prominent ridges, often congruent with 

the edges of HUC12 watersheds. In most places, this provides numerous routes in a 

roughly east-west orientation. Crossing streets should follow the high lines between playa 

basins, reserving larger streets to cross below non-overflow playa systems. Where roads 

cross the overflow path of a chain of playas, the road should be elevated over the flow 

path and its included buffer space minimizing impact. This approach to road alignment 

could easily be incorporated into new urbanism and walkable community design 

approaches, however, is counter to current PLSS grid design approaches. 

Site Design 

• Approaches to attain the following SITES items: 

o P3.1 – Manage Precipitation On-Site 

o P3.2 – Reduce Water for landscape irrigation 

o C3.3 – Manage precipitation beyond baseline 

Because playa lake systems respond to catchment alterations more distinctly than 

streamflow hydrologic systems, site design anywhere within a playa catchment 

contributes to the maintenance – or decline – of playa lake health. SITES prerequisites 

include the requirement that 60th percentile storm events be managed on-site, and that 

water for post-establishment landscape irrigation be reduced by 50% of the baseline 

metric. Using the EPA Stormwater Calculator, a 60th percentile storm event for the 

Lubbock area is 0.42”. Additional SITES credits may be earned by managing the 85th, 

90th, or 95th percentile storm events (0.87”, 1.06”, 1.41”, respectively). Early in the 

research process, concerns regarding this level of on-site stormwater management to 

achieve credits in C3.3 included the failure to contribute enough flow to playa basins to 
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maintain a healthy hydroperiod function. However, as shown in predevelopment runoff 

conditions (refer to Figure 4.10), native short-grass land cover playas may not receive 

overflow volumes even in 100- or 500-year storm events. As impervious cover increases, 

the threat of too much water remaining in playas is far greater than the threat of too little. 

Knowing that water volumes from a 95th-percentile storm event should be 

managed on site and accomplishing the feat are different challenges altogether. The 

volumes of water are not particularly large, but the intensity with which they arrive can 

be high. Providing a series of mechanisms that slow, infiltrate, store, and delay runoff 

will likely be necessary. Fortunately, these mechanisms also provide ample opportunities 

to route water to places where it can support landscape plantings, serving to meet the 

goals of reduced landscape irrigation. Numerous examples of these types of design 

interventions exist, but the specifics are beyond the scope of this study. Case studies from 

the Sustainable Sites Initiative and the Landscape Architecture Foundation’s Landscape 

Performance Series can provide specific examples and guidance. 

Long-Term Redevelopment of Urban Playa Chains 

The previous points focus primarily on greenfield development, but 

redevelopment efforts are especially suited to the application of SITES. Many of the 

initial prerequisites do not apply to disturbed or previously developed project sites. For 

instance, farmland soils are no longer protected once developed, clearing the way for 

larger infill or redevelopment approaches to SITES application. This is especially notable 

in the Yellowhouse Canyon chain study. Selected streets could be closed and their 

frontages returned to open space over time to accommodate overland stormwater flows 

providing community green networks and bike and pedestrian linkages key in human 
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health design considerations. Large redevelopment projects, especially, present 

opportunities to mitigate the problems presented by historical development practices.  

Need for Parcel-Level Ordinances (Zero-Runoff) 

Although SITES credit evaluation deals only with the project site, it is important 

to note that, in playa systems, managing a single property only addresses a small fraction 

of the issues. Current land use patterns and residential landscape aesthetics create several 

issues that contribute to water scarcity and playa degradation. There exists a preference 

for large coverages of fescue and/or bermudagrass turf in many Lubbock residential 

areas. The size and species necessitate high volumes of water use, and because they are 

frequently irrigated, they capture less stormwater than other turf or plant cover would. 

These lawns are also typically flat and graded to drain to the street, failing to delay and 

spread peak flows. 

Not all residential properties use high-water turf, however. Many homeowners 

have begun utilizing more xeric landscape plants and reducing turfgrass. However, even 

these approaches typically utilize sparse plant coverages, and inorganic ground covers 

that may increase heat pollution and sedimentation, and most still use traditional site 

grading that speeds runoff to the street. Further research on zero lot runoff stormwater 

design approaches, and spread of concentrated flows from curb and gutter system 

roadways should be conducted. Visual preferences could also be better assessed to find 

marketable aesthetic solutions that simultaneously address hydrologic functions and 

ecosystem services. 
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Municipal or county level codes that require zero-runoff site development for at 

least the first inch of runoff should be implemented as a first measure in encouraging 

better design and development practices at a scale to impact the entirely of the urban 

playa lakes system. 

Wider Implications and Further Research 

Llano Estacado playa lake hydrologic systems may not be widespread, but they 

are in areas facing rapid sustained growth and increasing environmental pressures. The 

approaches highlighted herein may help designers and developers better understand playa 

systems and how vital they are to the future of the region. The research contained also 

highlights some challenges and potential shortcomings of the SITES v2 Rating System to 

provide avenues for achievement in the context of unique landscape and hydrologic 

systems, especially non-streamflow hydrology and depressional wetlands.  

SITES does not implicitly tie credit requirements to preservation of larger systems 

that exceed the boundaries of a single project site. Systems, like playas, rely on complex, 

holistic planning and design approaches at a larger landscape scale. So, while the letter of 

SITES requirements may be met on projects in the Llano Estacado, the overarching goals 

aimed at the conservation, management, restoration, and generation of ecosystem 

services require more stringent, broader measures that encompass design impacts at units 

no smaller than the playa sub-basin scale. 

Playa lake systems hold potential for much further research, especially as they 

relate to and interact with urban systems. While the modeling approaches used in this 

research prove effective for revealing the complexity of playa systems, visualizing 
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rainfall effects, and measuring coarse flow dynamics, more sophisticated modeling 

approaches, including different development scenarios and their impacts on playa 

dynamics, could better address both spatial and temporal components of stormflow in 

urban playa lake systems. 

Other research could aim to address changing urban forms and site design in the 

light of water-limited futures, and the implications these may have on playa lakes and the 

lands in which they are embedded. Will small-scale fresh surface water deposits like 

playas play a more vital role to urban futures? What are the environmental, economic, 

and social impacts of proposals to better preserve playa lakes? How can playa lake 

systems provide open space networks that may accommodate alternative solutions to 

infrastructure beyond stormwater? 

Other relevant lines of inquiry involved the modeling of various alternative 

futures initiated by global climate change. Many predictions envision less frequent but 

more intense rainfall events. In a future with less rainfall overall, and excesses generated 

more often, the importance of storage, recharge, and flood prevention may become even 

more pressing than they are now. Continuing the current practices of quick conveyance 

downstream, out of the watershed, may become a highly unsustainable approach to 

stormwater management and water sustainability. 

The implications of this research also suggest ways that landscape architecture 

offices might alter normal workflows to design projects aimed at the achievement of 

SITES accreditation. While these approaches may differ from standard practices, the 

system impacts they enable could have far-reaching social, environmental, and economic 

impacts.  
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First, rather than relying on existing datasets of watershed boundaries which may 

be adequate in streamflow based systems, offices should address site hydrology at the 

minimum scale of the individual playa basin, or within a chain of playas where overflow 

characteristics exist. Ideally, local or regional governments would map and make publicly 

available these basins as part of wider planning and sustainability efforts. 

On the topic of basin delineation, this research highlighted the vitality of surface 

resolution to accurately capture the ways that even minor surface alterations affect 

watershed functions. NED10m data served this project well as an approximation for 

predevelopment surface characteristics, but LiDAR surface data revealed drastic changes 

that would be vital considerations for any planning and design project. When mapping 

playa sub-basins, use of the finest resolution surface is advised. 

Finally, for SITES qualification, projects in playa systems should understand the 

surface flow areas and possible zones of inundation and avoid development that 

encroaches upon or alters these areas. Playa lakes require specific margin morphology 

and moisture regimes with variable temporal dynamics. The basin shape and variable 

water volumes should be preserved using conservation, careful site grading, sediment 

control, and stormwater management. 

As datasets about specific boundaries and dynamics of individual and chained 

playa systems become more comprehensive and readily available, landscape architecture 

offices should be much more capable of designing holistic hydrologically and ecosystem 

sound solutions and have greater potential of achieving SITES certification on projects on 

the Llano Estacado.   
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Appendix A  
Climate Change Prediction Maps from GlobalChange.gov 
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Appendix B 
Table of Playa Sub-Basin Measurements for City of Woodrow HUC 12 Watershed 

Playa 
Name 

Pour Point 
Elevation Area (Sq. Ft.) 

Maximum 
Volume (Cu. 

Ft.) 

Dry Pixel 
Count 

Flooded 
Pixel 

Count 
Dry Area (Sq. Ft) Flooded Area 

(Sq. Ft.) 
Total Area 

(Sq. Ft.) 

Playa 01 1006.54104 9067748.132 60447992 8919 37403 9600331.701 40260254.13 49860585.83 
Playa 02 1006.656864 10952157.91 102934908.3 9122 14678 9818839.082 15799267.71 25618106.79 
Playa 03 1007.156736 6144021.448 20263556.8 6040 6292 6501401.892 6772652.434 13274054.33 
Playa 04 1006.96776 10399745.44 73448898.46 10264 5115 11048077.65 5505740.178 16553817.83 
Playa 05 1000.707168 585338.1153 947466.0666 575 17754 618924.849 19110246.55 19729171.4 
Playa 06 999.11916 2736096.392 9648985.619 2688 13386 2893339.12 14408570.48 17301909.6 
Playa 07 998.911896 19690007.56 221111123.6 19339 26200 20816326.35 28201445.29 49017771.65 
Playa 08 997.857288 3495185.171 15147044.32 3436 18345 3698479.619 19746393.66 23444873.28 
Playa 09 989.088192 8307071.377 60345700.53 8152 53629 8774739.772 57725775.17 66500514.95 
Playa 10 992.434896 225552.1045 183141.0605 223 9812 240035.2023 10561548.9 10801584.1 
Playa 11 994.507536 2240492.441 6952986.126 2196 14915 2363754.728 16054372.39 18418127.11 
Playa 12 991.39248 628270.876 613667.3594 617 7293 664133.2727 7850119.867 8514253.14 
Playa 13 991.304088 1447223.963 1196876.271 1422 4171 1530628.061 4489627.035 6020255.096 
Playa 14 988.32924 7264718.596 40185660.15 7134 20710 7678973.691 22292058.47 29971032.16 
Playa 15 985.793304 5890335.54 24998835.37 5780 41276 6221540.221 44429116.64 50650656.86 
Playa 16 981.337128 1548250.928 4105860.747 1523 14920 1639343.556 16059754.34 17699097.9 
Playa 17 983.882208 739430.7086 882747.2261 724 3698 779307.1142 3980494.072 4759801.186 
Playa 18 983.857824 964823.6364 668159.6245 970 9945 1044099.31 10704708.91 11748808.22 
Playa 19 982.50756 2985871.333 12378344.43 2938 10984 3162436.88 11823079.2 14985516.08 
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Playa 20 980.3892 8267860.759 82473311.19 8114 21375 8733836.912 23007858.52 31741695.43 
Playa 21 976.48776 8780855.848 58478744.44 8652 14449 9312935.293 15552774.16 24865709.45 
Playa 22 976.371936 2490101.663 10434881.87 2452 11937 2639310.834 12848879.86 15488190.7 
Playa 23 976.237824 498086.0194 248613.0889 489 5089 526355.2194 5477754.011 6004109.23 
Playa 24 972.138264 3575155.312 13854226.39 3535 13183 3805042.332 14190063.1 17995105.43 
Playa 25 968.788512 5099224.861 15967876.48 5011 34238 5393795.51 36853476.48 42247271.99 
Playa 26 965.78928 4844107.787 14526750 4812 27802 5179593.693 29925823.74 35105417.43 
Playa 27 960.753984 5050726.14 4722328.666 4955 54699 5333517.611 58877513.59 64211031.2 
Playa 28 959.67804 1760506.324 2471291.711 1741 29448 1873996.804 31697563.4 33571560.2 
Playa 29 1000.36884 5321667.579 20335441.38 5226 17500 5625219.584 18836843.23 24462062.81 
Playa 30 999.314232 8204632.853 66264155.72 8054 9567 8669253.45 10297833.1 18967086.55 
Playa 31 991.40772 5538649.917 21539264.69 5443 29899 5858796.44 32183015.75 38041812.19 
Playa 32 986.537016 9017929.943 47795927.28 8859 30801 9535748.238 33153920.47 42689668.71 
Playa 33 987.442272 2792157.04 9077763.704 2776 5261 2988061.532 5662893.27 8650954.802 
Playa 34 974.4456 8551600.747 32387060.84 8403 48715 9044913.923 52436389.6 61481303.52 
Playa 35 973.308696 621904.1014 931837.2085 617 6902 664133.2727 7429250.97 8093384.242 
Playa 36 970.638648 2818091.441 10002559.69 2772 23235 2983755.968 25009945.85 27993701.82 
Playa 37 969.76692 3685442.33 7691371.188 3630 15462 3907299.481 16643158.29 20550457.77 
Playa 38 965.322936 12226874.52 69741773.35 12016 45350 12933914.76 48814333.74 61748248.5 
Playa 39 965.917296 3265176.249 11403410.4 3208 9622 3453062.462 10357034.6 13810097.06 
Playa 40 966.331824 10328763.23 47771804.42 10310 5129 11097591.64 5520809.653 16618401.29 
Playa 41 963.737976 1728513.302 5075608.006 1701 27175 1830941.162 29250926.56 31081867.72 
Playa 42 962.14692 4830026.745 4888386.561 4744 43915 5106399.102 47269712.59 52376111.7 
Playa 43 964.658472 1782328.728 4974061.364 1750 12971 1883684.323 13961868.2 15845552.52 
Playa 44 996.043728 4402554.492 19216640.94 4319 10815 4648932.909 11641169.12 16290102.02 
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Playa 45 991.264464 11831726.07 84878742.39 11621 25888 12508740.3 27865611.29 40374351.58 
Playa 46 983.546928 4168719.386 18216773.69 4100 30687 4413203.271 33031211.9 37444415.17 
Playa 47 984.592392 2558096.297 8361325.124 2510 7245 2701741.515 7798453.097 10500194.61 
Playa 48 976.77732 4103307.331 9164059.724 4028 32616 4335703.116 35107570.22 39443273.33 
Playa 49 973.921344 7607636.629 38632550.88 7463 24681 8033106.344 26566407.3 34599513.64 
Playa 50 970.586832 7604379.563 51842888.44 7470 22574 8040641.081 24298451.37 32339092.46 
Playa 51 984.568008 2129823.475 4853310.006 2089 56102 2248580.886 60387690.22 62636271.11 
Playa 52 981.367608 1963466.032 6818694.627 1925 12748 2072052.755 13721833 15793885.75 
Playa 53 977.807544 9717929.122 60720262.68 9540 38469 10268770.54 41407686.98 51676457.52 
Playa 54 977.048592 3893337.945 18682632.27 3828 6363 4120424.908 6849076.198 10969501.11 
Playa 55 972.0834 1766232.326 3698832.382 1734 45317 1866462.066 48778812.84 50645274.9 
Playa 56 969.334104 3234739.033 16256146.02 3180 15059 3422923.513 16209372.7 19632296.21 
Playa 57 967.209648 3654209.534 8584159.562 3591 24034 3865320.231 25869982.3 29735302.53 
Playa 58 965.719176 4243543.241 13133138.93 4177 15974 4496085.381 17194270.5 21690355.88 
Playa 59 963.86904 4393389.842 5282516.975 4315 26741 4644627.345 28783772.85 33428400.19 
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Appendix C 
List of Common Flora of the Playa Lakes 

From Common Flora of the Playa Lakes by David A. Haukos and Loren M. Smith 

(Weedy and Exotic Species Excluded) 

Genus Species Common Name 
Agropyron smithii Western Wheatgrass 
Ambrosia psilostachya Western Ragweed 
Ammannia auriculata Toothcup 
Aster subulatus Saltmarsh Aster 
Bacopa rotundifolia Water hyssop 
Bromus unioloides Rescue Grass 
Buchloe dactyloides Buffalograss 
Chenopodium leptophyllum Narrowleafed Goosefoot 
Chloris verticillata Windmill grass 
Coreopsis tinctoria Plains coreopsis 
Cyperus esculentus Umbrella sedge 
Echinochloa crusgalli Barnyard Grass 
Eleocharis macrostachya Spikerush 
Eriochloa contracta Prairie cupgrass 
Erodium cicutarium Filaree/stork's-bill 
Euphorbia marginata Snow-on-the-mountain 
Grindelia squarrosa Curly-top gumweed 
Haplolpappus ciliatus Goldenweed/Sawleaf Daisy 
Helenium microcephalum Small-head sneezeweed 
Helianthus annuus Common sunflower 
Heteranthera limosa Blue Mud-Plantain 
Hordeum pusillum Little Barley 
Hymenoxys odorata Bitterweed 
Lepidium densiflorum Peppergrass 
Leptochloa fascicularis Bearded Sprangletop 
Lippia nodiflora Frog-fruit 
Lythrum californicum California Loosestrife 
Malvella leprosa Cheeseweed 
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Marsilea vestita 
Western Water 

Clover/Pepperowort 
Nothoscordum bivalve False Garlic/Crow Poison 
Oenothera canescens Spotted Evening Primrose 
Panicum capillare Common witchgrass 
Panicum obtusum Vine mesquite 
Paspalum paspalodes Knotgrass 
Phalaris caroliniana May Grass 
Polygonum amphibium Water smartweed 
Polygonum lapathifolium Pale Smartweed 
Polygonum pensylvanicum Pennsylvania Smartweed 
Polygonum ramosissimum Bushy Knotweed 
Portulaca oleracea Common purslane 
Potamogeton nodosus Longleaf pondweed 
Proboscidea louisanica Devil's Claw 
Quincula lobata Purple ground cherry 
Ratibida columnifera Prairie coneflower 
Ratibida tagetes Short-ray coneflower 
Rorippa sinuata Spreading yellow cress 
Rumex altissimus Pale Dock 
Sagittaria longiloba Longbarb Arrowhead 
Salix nigra Black willow 
Schedonnardus paniculatus Tumblegrass 
Scirpus maritimus Alkali bulrush 
Scirpus validus Soft-stem bulrush 
Sitanion hystrix Squirreltail 
Solanum rostratum Buffalo Bur 
Suckleya suckleyana Poison suckleya 
Typha domingensis Southern Cattail 
Verbena bracteata Prostrate Vervain 
Vernonia marginata Plains ironweed 
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